Te m a D e s i g n b y M K I l l u m i n a t i o n

Themes Designed and Produced to Perfection
Tema Design by MK Illumination is responsible for the worldwide supply of amazing sceneries,
enchanting decorations, lighting concepts and themed attractions.
We are a company 100% specialised in Amusement Parks and we have many years of
expertise in creating decorative elements, settings and production designs.
We have 250 employees ranging from sculptors, artists, carpenters, engineers, architects, electricians and mechanics as well as
specialists in 3D and design. Hence, we are able to create top of the line woodwork, fiberglass and lighting designed to express
exactly what you want.
Everything is possible - nothing is impossible.
That is our philosophy. We live and breathe experiences.
That is why, with our colourful imagination and a workplace full of fun, we are able to make your wildest dreams come true.
Being a part of a large organisation and having more than 25 years of experience in the attraction industry,
it is without doubt, that we have a wide scope of competences and decorative tasks in the bag.
Whatever you desire, we can deliver.
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OUR PASSION
IS OUR WORK

WE SELL STANDARD PROPS
✶ See our product catalogue ✶
We have props ready to be installed themed to
fit Halloween, Christmas, Comic, Animals,
Easter, Pirates and Wild West.
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WE DESIGN CONCEPTS
✶ From 3D to technical drawing ✶
When you have the dream, we have the
research and creative team to visualise your
desire.

WE PRODUCE
✶ From sculpting to painting ✶
We produce through systematic planning,
professional and valued engineering, organised
production and strict quality control.

WE DELIVER
✶ World wide ✶
We have happy clients from all around the
world. Read their references at the end of
the catalogue.
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WE INSTALL
✶ Teams in Europe and Asia ✶
With teams in both Europe and Asia we ensure
an easy installation of your themed project.

Themed projects
No task is too big or too small
We live and breathe experiences. That is why, with our colourful
imagination and a workplace full of fun, we are able to make your
wildest dreams come true.
Take a look at some of the projects we have crafted and feel comfort
in knowing we can create your themed attraction too.
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C H R I S T M A S
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Customised Props
It all starts with a dream
A dream so magnificent it needs to come true.
Let your imagination be our next challenge.
From a simple idea to a source of inspiration, we can take your dream,
and turn it into a tangible and amusing visual experience.
We will give you inch-perfect production and
world class craftsmanship.
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References
We strive to build strong collaborations with our trusted and highly-valued clients. To us, strong collaborations are built on trust and our clients take comfort
in knowing that we are capable of creating and producing enchanting designs of high quality, that we deliver on time, and that we take care of everything
needed to turn your visions into reality, so you can focus on the important business of taking care of your guests.

Gilles Campion,
Parc Saint Paul

Steve Van den Kerkhof,
Plopsa

Henrik B. Nielsen,
Djurs Sommerland

Morten Palm Andersen,
Tivoli Friheden

Our dinosaur head is one of the things
Tema Design by MK Illumination has
made for us, and it has received a lot of
attention. We highly value the strong quality
and expertise portrayed by our Danish
collaboration, and look forward to working
with them in the future.

Tema Design by MK Illumination showed
great understanding in our vision and our
high quality standards for our new theme
park Majaland Kownaty. The collaboration
with Tema Design by MK Illumination is
of big significance, as they deliver statues of
our most popular characters Maya the Bee,
Heidi and Vic the Viking as well as other
decorative elements.

For our new large scale attraction
“DrageKongen”, we needed a collaboration that could deliver themes of very high
quality based on our vision. We chose Tema
Design by MK Illumination as we know
they are capable of this, and they have
always delivered on time when we have used
them as our supplier.

Tema Design by MK Illumination has been
the supplier of several exciting projects to
Tivoli Friheden, for example Billy City
and later Bisværmen. To us, Tema Design
by MK Illumination is a skilled sparring
partner as well as a supplier - always with
a professional and competent approach to
our park and our
industry.
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Thorsten Backhaus,
Movie Park Germany

Chris Lange,
Europa-Park

Andreas Veilstrup Andersen,
Liseberg

Torben Kylling Petersen,
Universe

Tema Design by MK Illumination has
been a pro-active supporter for updating our
Rapid River ride since we announced our
plan to transform the ride into Excalibur –
Secrets of the Dark Forest. This and their
excessive knowledge of theming production
were key elements in choosing them for our
large scale themed transformation. We must
say that Tema Design by MK Illumination
has truly demonstrated their capability as a
supplier for themed attractions, and we are
very proud of the end result.

When we decided to renew our French
themed area for our 2018 season, we wanted an authentic looking water mill, which
we knew would be difficult to produce, as
specific construction knowledge is needed to
balance the wheel.
We chose Tema Design by MK
Illumination as supplier to design
and produce our new water mill because of
their knowledge and because our previous
corporations have turned out really great e.g.
when we needed mesmerising lighting decorations for our entire park.

Our guests come to Liseberg to experience a
winter world, and a big part of the experience is the light and other decorations. We
have about 5 million points of light in here,
and depending on the experience we want to
create, we have various selections of lights.
The illumination of the park takes place in
close cooperation with Tema Design by MK
Illumination, whom is also about to deliver
new Christmas decorations.

Tema Design by MK Illumination has
delivered decorations for our cartoon village.
We are highly satisfied with our cooperation
with Tema Design by MK Illumination,
who shows great flexibility and
knowledge of our industry.

EUROPEAN OFFICE

ASIAN OFFICE

Tema Design by MK Illumination Aps

Tema Design Philippines Inc.

Fluebæksvej 190 ∙ 4100 Ringsted ∙ Denmark

Lot 19, 21, 23 ∙ Pampanga Economic Zone

+45 57 67 34 88 ∙ www.temabymk.com

Pulung Cacutud, Angeles City ∙ Philippines

info@temabymk.com

+63 045 493 2852 ∙ www.temabymk.com
info@temadesign.one

